FLP & Teachers — A Great Combination!

**FLP workshops**
- Often include field trips & farm visits.

**FLP promotes**
- environmental and agricultural awareness;
- critical thinking, and
- problem-solving skills;
- cooperative attitudes;
- appreciation for cultural differences.

**FLP materials**
- are objective & technically accurate;
- are 55-lessons for k-12;
- and are available in Spanish.

---

**FLP teaches the large concepts of resource management that are important for future generations to understand**

---

For More Information

http://www.ncagr.gov/SWC/educational/FLP.html

Sandra.Weitzel@ncagr.gov

---

Connecting Students to the World Around Them
History of FLP

Project Food, Land & People was organized to provide educators with balanced and easily-integrated classroom materials that focus on the complexity and interdependence of agricultural, environmental, economic and cultural issues. FLP-USA is a non-profit educational organization.

FLP Resources for Learning was first published in 1998. Educators created and wrote each lesson. Teachers and technical experts rigorously evaluated lessons and tested them with students. This process ensured that the lessons are technically accurate and unbiased to meet the highest educational standards.

By teaching students
- about themselves & others;
- about the importance of soils & soil conservation;
- and about the importance of water quality and water conservation.

By tying these concepts
- in with food production, farming, and food availability; and

By promoting an understanding
- that all of these things are interrelated & important to the entire world!